
THE POWER OF SPOKEN WORDS 
IS 

YOU + LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATIONS.

LEADERSHIP
COMMUNICATIONS

Everyone has the capacity to
lead, irrespective of their role
or seniority level. And the way

you communicate, is the key to

unlocking your leadership

impact.

 

This journey is interesting and

unveils your ability to unleash

the power of Leadership

Communications. I use the 

 ‘Personality based’

communication coaching, to

develop the key qualities of

inspiring communicators.

SERVICES
THE FOUNDATIONS OF

EXCELLENT PUBLIC

SPEAKING.

EXCELLENT PUBLIC

SPEAKING

TED-STYLE TALKING

SPEA
K TO

 LE
AD



Confident public speaking is a career

defining skill. The presentations require

theoretical planning and delivery

excellence. This course lays the strong

foundation for excellent public speaking.

FOUNDATION
COURSE
Duration – 4 weeks

(2hrs per week)

Total number of

speeches delivered by the student: 16

Price: Rs. 6,000/-

What you learn
in this course.

Overcoming the fear of public

speaking.

The 3 key elements of public

speaking.

The best communication

techniques  for an engaging

presentation.·   

Develop the structure of the

presentation.    

Develop a unique style of

communication that will set

you apart.

The apt use of rhetorical and

literary devices.

Effective rhetorical strategies.

Practical vocal exercises that

will enable you to project with

confidence.

       

Feel at ease and use warm and

confident body language.

Train your voice to project to a

larger audience with clarity.

Storytelling method.

All the speeches made by the

student are recorded and are

reviewed. 



This course is designed to help you

generate a unique communicative style so

you can present to large audiences of 20

or more and, importantly, have your

message heard. It will help you overcome

your public speaking fear forever, so you

can show the world who you really are.

Anyone who says they can fix your fears

in a day, isn’t telling the truth. After all,

you can’t get a six pack after one visit to

the gym. But after 6 weeks you’ll feel and

see amazing improvements. And so will

your audience..

EXCELLENT
PUBLIC
SPEAKING
Duration – 6 weeks

(2hrs per week)

Total number of speeches delivered

by the student: 24

Price: Rs. 8,000/-

What you learn
in this course.

All the points mentioned in the

foundation course PLUS 

Pillars of Structure: how to

generate content and structure

it in the most powerful way

possible to influence your

audience.

·       

Develop

persuasive speeches and

present them with conviction.

Six different ways of

introducing a presentation

topic.

Unique ways to end a

presentation while making a

point.

Explore techniques for

responding to audience

questions quickly and

confidently.·       

Confident Body language.

Also, people always remember

how you begin and end your

presentation. This course helps

the learner with dynamic

presentation techniques.

All the speeches made by the

student are recorded and are

reviewed.



TED talks are powerful and a

demonstrate leadership qualities. 

This course is inspired by the finest TED

talks and provides a blueprint to create

such impactful speeches. 

The blue print is so designed, that it helps

you in identifying the 21 leadership traits

and to communicate the ones deemed

essential for your presentation.

TED-STYLE
TALKING
Duration – 8 weeks

(2hrs per week)

Total number of speeches delivered

by the student: 32

Price: Rs.12,500/-

The Course.

This is an exhaustive course, with

16 hrs of training with a coach and

another 16 hrs of assignments. 

On completion of this course you

would confidently deliver TED

Style talks and radiate confidence

through your body language too.

We guide participants through a

process of designing, honing and

delivering a talk that will build their

visibility and profile. As we’re

working on one specific talk, we’re

also developing skills that can be

transferred to all manner of

communication scenarios, from

pitches to team pep talks.

This course escalates ones’

confidence and, enables students

to create and deliver short talks

(10 – 18 mins), to build their

visibility and profile.

All the speeches made by the

student are recorded and are

reviewed.


